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Abstract: Jh this papen  we  prqpose  a  nevv  human-machine inteJ;12ice for manipulating  3-D contents  in a
disptay. Mbtions qf'a hand or  both hands ofa user  are  taken images  by a  simple  (ISB camera.  T7ie mo-
tions  are  recognized  by a  PC  and  transy2)rmed  into correspondiug  instractions such  as translation, rota-

tion and  sealing.  Ih a[idition, ttnintentional movement  and  unconsciozas  movement  are  eliminated  in the

methodand  smoother  operation  is realized  77ie result ofthe manipulation  is displtDJed in the screen. Ebe-
periments were  peiformed  using  Google Elarth and  3-D CG  contents,  and  the proposed  system successhil-

ly manipulated  its rotation  andscaling  by some  hand motions  ofthe user,

Kleywords Hliman-machine  intei:12ice, handgestztre, pattern recognition,  computer  graphics.

1. Introduction

     The  support  service  ofmany  kinds ofjobs  with  a

computer  has come  to be used  in various  situations no-

wadays.  Mereover, it has become more  and  more  popu-
lar to handle a three-dimensional (3-D) space  in a com-
puter. The  coordinates  operation  on  a  computer  is gen-
erally done by using  a mouse.  As other  devices, there is
a  track ball that turns a ball, and  a pen tablet, etc., by
which  the  coordinates  on  the  screen  are  absolutely  spe-

cified.  As for such  devices, natural  operations  can  be
done  according  to usage.  Hewever,  certain  skills  are

required  particularly for 3-D operations.  So, they are  not

always  a  natura1  interface for some  purposes.

     To operate  a  computer  more  naturally  as well  as

freely, various  methods  are  proposed. They  include a

method  of  detecting the movement  of  the radiant  of  a

laser pointer [1] and  a  method  ofdetecting  gesture of  an

arrn  [2,3]. The  use  ofa  laser pointer is basicaLly limited
to themovement  efthe  spotted  point. On  the other  hand,

a gesture of  an  arm  is limited to the registered  move-

ment  fbr instructions. Those who  operate  the system

cannot  perfbrm natural operation  directly, as  they  must

get accustemed  to the gesture.

     In this paper, we  propose a  new  man-machine  in-

terface [4,5] fbr manipulating  3-D contents  in a  display
in a  natural  way.  Motions  ofa  hand  (or both hands) ofa
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user  are  taken  images by a  simple  USB  camera.  The
motions  are  recognized  and  transfbrmed into corres-

ponding instructions by  a  PC. The  instructions are  then

applied  to a  3-D object  in a  display to produce some

geometrical transformation.  Through  this procedure, a

user  can  feel that hefshe handles a  3-D virtual  object  in
the  display dynamically and  naturally  by hand.

2. Relatedstudy

     Many  articles  are  reported  that use  hand gestures
ofa  user  fbr some  operations  in the  field such  as  virtual

reaLity or  computer  vision. In anifi ¢iaL reality,

glove-based gestural interfaces have been developed.
Among  such  devices, DataGlove of  VPL  Research
company  [6] is famous. From  a  view  point of  natural

interaction, such  glove-shaped devices, have a  limit in
free action  because of  the connection  cable  or  even  the

troubte to wear  and  take it offL Hence, a method  ern-

ploying image processing has been studied  as  a

non-contact  method.  In one  of  those rnethods,  there  is a

method  which  aclcls markers  to a  hand, but it is undesir-
able  to add  something  to a  hand. 

'lhe
 present study  in-

tends to detect hand movement  without  adding  anything

to a  hand. The  system  with  a  sensor  as  the screen  sur-

face [7,8] is suggested.  When  we  detect a hand, prepro-
cessing  is necessary.  All methods  have both advantages
and  disadvantages, and  it is necessary  to choose  a suita-

ble method  depending on  usage.  Tn this study,  we  are

based on  real  application  and  we  will introduce a suita-

ble technique to realize  natural  interaction by  hand ges-
ture. Generally, the hand depth from a camera  is de-
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tected with  srereo  cameras  [9], In [his  study.  we  propose
a  merhod  to detect parameters to operate  a  3-D objecr

based on  the  image  fi'om a  single  viewpoint.  Tn addition.

we  introduce a rnethod  to detect a hand or  hands stablv.
even  if the background  changes  during the hand ar6a

detection,

3. Method

     The preposed technique  is realized  simply  by a

PC  and  a  IJSB camera.  Figure 1 shows  the system  setup

where  a IJSB camera  is placed in front of  rhe  display of
a  PC.  The  carnera  detects hand gestures  of  a user  who

sits  facing at  the display, The  c"'amera  setup  is simple

l{ke the one  usedi  in web  chat,

l

Figure  1: System  setup:  A  USB  camera  is placed in

            front ofa  PC  display.

     The image range  of  the camera  is adjusted  to the

area  which  includes the  face and  the both hands of the

user. Even  ifa screen  is not  fixed, the  hand can  be de-
tected stably,  The parame[er of  thc catnera  is dynami-

ca[ly adjusted  even  if rhe camera  and  the background
move.  It is assumed  that the systeni  always  detects the
hand  area.

    Figure 2(a) is an  example  ofa  camera  image. The
area  ofthe  hand  is extracted  fi'om this image. To do the

instaliation and  the operation  easi[y,  the nuXierica]  value

of  a prior parameter is detected whi[e  taking  an  image.
The  background image is detected real-time  and  the  area       L. L.
with  movement  is obtained  bx, differencing the  back-
ground  image fi'om the origin51  image. The"'movement
image  is separated  into small  areas  of  8y8 pixels. The
vector  representing  the small  atea  of  a present input
image  is denoted by F}i. Then the background image
denoted by BFn  is given by [he fo1]owing formula;

          BEi 
=

 Cl -
 lt')BFI)-T +  wFn  (1)

Here u' is a  weight.  The  avea  without  movement  is cal-
culated  by this equation.  The weight  is assutned  to be 0
for the  area  with  movement,  The  hand area  is detected
using  this  background together  with  the difference pic-
ture ofa  consecutive  itnage.

     The  area  of  the hand is cle[ected by using  color

infbrmation and  a background  subtraction  algorithm.

For expressing  color  infbrmation, the  HSL  <Hue, Satu-
ration.  Lightness) representation  is empioyecl.  The pa-
rameter  used  to decect the hand is dynamically extracted
fi'om the  input image. The  palm can  be derived under

{he fbllowing conditions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Area  ofa  hand  detected from  movement

area  and  cotor  information: (a) Original image, (b)
         detected image, (c) hand  area.
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(a)

Figure 2(c).
     The  palm  is obtained  fi'orn the detected hand area.
and  is approximated  as an  ellipse. The center  of  gravity
G(x,,,, ;L,,.) of  the ellipse  E(a,,,, h,,,) is then  detected by
moment  calcu]ation.  IIere a,. is the length ofthe  longer

ax{s,  whereas  h,. is the  length of  the shorter  axis.  The

position G<x,,,,, ),,.) is employed  as an operation  parame-
ter. Area  A., ofthe  el]ipse  E  is also  calcu[ated.

     Optical flow is as well  employed  between suc-
cessive  itnage frames for smooth  movement  and  fbr

exc[uding  unnecessary  motion  such  as  tremble.  The
optical flow is calculated  using  a gradient-based method,

Fi.oure 3Ca) and  (b) show  original  successive  images.
Figure 3(c) shows  the movement  vectors  detected by the
optical  flow processing. The hand movernents  have
been detected in the image.
     Two  operation  methods  are  examined  from the
detected hand area. The first is a method  that decides a
standard  position of  the hand like a  joystick of  a  com-

puter (See Figure 4). It is employed  for detecting the
displacement of  Ihe  hand fi'om the  standard  position.
Such operation  looks like a  usual  joystick. Mouse  click

is realized  hy the operation  that opens  and  closes  the

palm  <Sec Figure 5). This shape  change  is detected by
calculating  the voundness  cor the complexity)  of  the

hand  silhouette.  The  reundness  R (OSRS. 1) ofa  region

is defined bv the  ratio  ef  the  area  ]  of  the region  to its         i -
squared  periphera[ length L. i.e.,

                       '
                R-4n.4/L'. (2)

(b)

<c)

 Figure 3: Movement  area  detected by  optical  flow

 processing: (a) Present image,  (b) the  tatest image

     before the  present, (c) optical  fiow image.

e  The hand area  occupies  a large area  in the im age.
e  The fins,ers point upwat'ds.

     Figure 2(b) shows  the hand  area  detected from
the  movement  area  and  the co]or  inforrnation. The  areas

other  than  the hand  area  are also  detected as  shown  in
the figure. The palm  can  be detected under  the above

conditions.  Finally, we  obcain  the hand area  as shown  in

     The Tnovement  toward the depth direction can  be
extracted  by the  change  of  the  area  of  the  hand. Ob-

vious]y.  the area  is lar.aer in a nearer  view,  whereas  it is
sma]ler  in a  farther view  <See Figure 6). The  allocarion

of  the movement  toward  the depth orientation  is nor-

mally  difft]rent accordins,  to application.  Ordinaty 3-D

sot'tware  oftcn  a[locates  the  movement  to the  rotation  of

a  mouse  whee[.  The  proposed system  also al]ocates  the
movement  toward  the depth orientation in a screen  to

the  change  in the  arca  ofa  hand. The  detected hand  area

is approximated  in the fonn of  an elLipse. Since the el-

lipse is enlarged  or  reduced  its magnitude  according  to
the movement  ofthe  hand toward  the depth orientation.
we  extract  the  movement  by evaluating  the  magnitude

change.

     As  we[1  as  one  hand  operation,  the operation  of

both hands is taken  into account  since  two  hands opera-
tion is sometimes  easier  as  well  as  more  natural  than

one  hand operation.  The distance between both hands is
defined as  a  parameter of  expansion  and  reduction  (See
Figure 7), The operation  begins by opening  and  closing

both hands, simulating  niouse  click  (See Figure 8). The
rotatienal  operation  with  both hands is defined as  well

as  real  natural  hands operation,  The operat{on  is moving

one  hand fbrward and  at the same  time  moving  the other

hand  backward.

     Vv'e define a virtual  camera  equivalent  to a  view-

point to operate  a virtual 3-D object. The posit{on ofthe

virtual  camera  is expressed  by po]ar coordinates  expres-
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sion. The  polar coordinates  vector  ofthe  virtual camera

is VC.fr, 0, ip). Here  r is the distance from the origin
to a given point VC. , 0is the angle  the poSitive z-axis

and  the line connecting  the origin  and  the point VC.
makes;  and ¢ is the angle  the positive x-axis  and  the

above  line makes  on  the  xy-plane,  i.e., the  rotation  of

the tine around  the z-axis.  In practice, in the case  ofone

hancl, the  change  of  the area  A,. is simply  ernployed  in
place of  calculating  the  change  of  the  distance r, In the
same  way,  the change  in the center  ofgravity  position G
is used  in place ofobtaining  the  change  in the angles  of

viewpoint  0, ip.
Figure 7:The  distance between ofboth  hands is de-

      tected for scaling.

TheiBital

Figllre 4:

    =pesl
 n

ttttt

A  method  that decides a  standard  position

  of  the hand  like a joysticla
Figure  8: Mouse  click  is represented  by  the  opera-

   tion that opens  and  closes  the both pa)ms.

Figllre 5

.

: Mouse  click  is realized  by  the  operation

that  opens  and  clothes  the palm.

     When  a hand  motion  is detected from the optical
fiow between successive  images, because ofpoor  preci-
sion  ofthe  optica] flow image, the hand operation  is not
performed smoothly.  To achieve  smooth  movement,  the
vectors  having large difTerent values  are  excluded  from
the detected optical  flow image and  the  average  move-

ment  vector  is calculated. Furthermore, a median  value

of  the detected average  movernent  vectors  among  con-

secutive  N  frames is used  to rnaintain  the continuous-
ness  ofthe  hand operatien.  Smooth  hand movement  and

therefbre smooth  hand  operation  is realized  in this way.

4. Experiment

Near view

Figllre 6:

Far view

The  movement  toward  the depth direction.

     In order  to show  performance  of  the  proposed
technique,  we  performed an experiment  in which

Google Earth in a  PC  display was  operated  remetely  by
a  user's  left hand. The  Google  Earth retrieves  various

kinds of infbrmation including maps,  satellite-  and

aero-photographs,  etc.,  ancl  allocates  them  on  a virtual

ball like a world  globe [10], This Google Earth is going
to be rotated  and  scaled  by a  hand operation  of  a user.

The  allocation  of  the movement  of  the detected hand to
the application  sottware  goes as fbllows, The  upper,

lower, right and  left rnovements  are  allocated  te the op-
eration  that turns the displayed globe in the same  direc-
tion. The operations  that move  the hand backward and

fbrward are allocated  as those which  bring the globe
closer  or further, respectively.  In this way,  the selected
hand operations  well  imitate human  actual  movements.
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(a) (b) (a) Cb)

Cc) <d) (c) (d)

(e) (b <e) (D

(g) (h) (g) (h)

Figure  9 : The  experiment  using  the software  Meta-
  seqlloia  in a  virtual  3-D  enyironmenL  (a) to (d)
 sho-'s  enlargement,  and  (e) to (h) shows  rotation.

     The  second  experiment  was  done  on  an  object

created  using  a 3-D  computer  graphics softwate  called

Metasequoia [1 1] (See Figure 9). The  objective  of  this

experiment  is to rea[ize  remote  3-D  operation  of  an  ob-

ject in a  display by a  user's  hand, In the movement  of

the detected hand, upper.  Iower. right  and  lefi move-

ments  coiTespond  to usua]  mouse  operation.  and  the

movement  of  the  back and  fbrth is allocated  to the

movemen[  of  mouse's  whee[.  Thus. b>, using  the  pro-

posed sys[em.  an  object  in a  display is put right  or  left.
moved  upper  ot  lower, and  placecl closer or distant by a
user's  hand operation  perfoiined in fi'ont of  {he display.
as  ifwe grasp the object  directly and  bring it to an arbi-

tral)' posMon.
     The operation  experimenl  by one  hand is shown
in Figure 9. The  center  of  the  tigure is the operated  3-D

object. The upper  right  ofthe  figure is the  origina]  video

imageofthehandoperation.

(i) ti)

(k) (b

Figure  1O : The  experiment  using  both hands. (a) to
(d) shows  start  operation;  (e) to (h) shows  reduction

 operation;  and  (i) to (1) shows  rotation  operation.

     The experiment  first enlarged  the objec[. and  ro-

lated the object  afietM'ards.  Figure (a) to (d) shows  the

operation  of  enlargement.  whereas  Flgure <e) to (h)
shows  the operation  of  rotation,  The  3-D  object  can  be

operated  according  to the  movement  of  the  hand as

shown  in th¢  figure. It is possible to operate  it more  in-

tuitive[y and  easi]y than  the operation  that employs  the
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mouse,

    Finally, Figure 10 shows  the operation  experi-

ment  that uses  both hands. In this experirnent,  the object

is reduced,  and  it is rotated  afterwards.  Figure (a) to (d)
shows  start operatien.  Then Figure (e) to (h) shows  the
operation  of  reduction.  Afterwards, Figure (i) to (1)
sh  ows  the  operation  ofrotation.

5. DiscussionandConclusions

   A  novel  3-D  man-machine  interface has been pro-
posed employing  a  USB  camera  and  a  PC. One-  and

two-hand  operations  were  defined for giving geometric
transformation to a  virtual  3-D  object  in a  display. The
result  of  the manipulation  was  displayed in the screen.
Experiments were  perfbrmed using  Google  Earth and  a

3-D  virtual  object,  and  the proposed system  successfu11y

manipulated  its rotation  and  scaling  by some  hand ges-
turesoftheuser.

   One can  use  a cursor,  a mouse  or  a  track-ball, for
example,  in order  to specify  some  operations  to the ob-

ject interested in the virtual  3-D  space  in a  display. It is

then necessary  to make  corresponclence  between the
actual  operation  and  the operation  ofthese  devices. This
interpretation is not  necessary  in the proposed system  as

similar  and  therefbre  natural  hand motions  are  em-

ployed irrespective of  in the real world  or in the virtual
world.  This therefore  realizes  a  human-friendly inter-
face between  cornputer  and  a  human.  In a  practical
sense,  however, we  can  choose  an  appropriate  device

among  a mouse,  a track ball, the propesed system,  etc.,

in order  to realize the most  convenient  way  of  accessing

an  object  in a 3-D virtual world  that computer  provides,
Since the proposed system  defines hand motions  in

place ofa  usual  pointing device, it can  be employed  in
any  software  without  modifying  it.

   It is, however, still necessary  to adjust  the system
so that the speed  and  the amount  of  the change  ofhand

movement  may  fit a  user's  own  sense. As a next  step of

the study, we  need  to take account  of  more  natural  hand
operations.  The  hand  rnotions  ernployed  in this particu-
lar paper only  reaLizes almost  parallel displacement of

the hand. On  the other  hand, we  often  do a  repeated

hand rnotion  when  we  call a person or turn the world

globe right or left, for example.  These movements  will

be taken into account  in the next  version  ofthe  system.

It is also  requested  to realize  a  man-machine  interface

that allows  the hand motions  of  not  only  adults  but also
kids or  elderly  people.
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